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Abstract—In this paper we consider the problem of uploading data from a network of fixed sensors to a mobile sink,
incorporated by an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV). We
approach this problem by presenting U-Fetch, a protocol based
on two levels of coordinated access. In U-Fetch, some head nodes
retrieve data from their neighbors locally, and send all data to
the mobile sink in bunches via a contention-free link, as the sink
passes by. We compare this approach against two approaches
endorsed by several works in the literature, namely multi-hop
routing and polling. U-Fetch represents an intermediate approach
between these two schemes, and constitutes a valid tradeoff in the
presence of a mobile sink. We first substantiate this claim via
some simple Monte-Carlo simulations. Finally, to confirm the
validity of our approach, we reproduce the detailed behavior
of U-Fetch in the event-driven ns2/NS-MIRACLE simulator
endowed with the DESERT Underwater libraries, and present
a set of simulation results that compare the performance of UFetch against multihop routing and polling.
Index Terms—Underwater acoustic networks, AUV, Routing,
Polling, MAC, U-Fetch.

I. I NTRODUCTION
One of the foremost applications of underwater acoustic
networks [1] is the continuous monitoring of the environment
or of man-made underwater assets. The sensed data is typically
transferred to some remote node (or sink) that acts as a control
center or is connected to it. This solution is preferred when the
data should be harvested on demand, or should be available
within a limited amount of time: in these cases it is not
affordable to deploy the sensors, leave them on site to record
the data, and retrieve them days or weeks later.
The data retrieval from the nodes can be performed using
networking techniques which have been the subject of conspicuous investigation in recent years. However, it remains
debatable how to retrieve the data so that some quality metric
(e.g., the data delivery delay experienced by the sink) is
minimized. A technique endorsed by several works is multihop
routing [2], where data packets are forwarded to one or more
final destinations (the sinks) thanks to the cooperation of
intermediate relays. Several protocols can be employed for
this task, including simple flooding-based strategies, sourcedriven approaches, hop-by-hop relay selection and multipath
routing. A second technique [3], partly derived from the
data mule approach known from terrestrial wireless networks,
involves a mobile sink (e.g., incorporated by an Autonomous
Underwater Vehicle, or AUV), that patrols the network area

and concentrates the administration of data transmissions via
a polling-based mechanism.
Multihop routing and polling have pros and cons. Multihop
routing requires some form of signaling to set up routes, and
therefore works better in static networks, where route updates
are infrequent. However, signaling and data packets are prone
to collisions, which may disrupt the packet forwarding process;
in addition, data packets are typically funneled to the sink
through its immediate neighbors, originating an inherently
congested area around the sink. Polling supports mobile sinks
and sets up inherently collision-free links between the nodes
and a mobile sink (the AUV). This makes communications
efficient; however, the data retrieval process is strongly limited
by the speed of the mobile sink that surveys the network area.
In order to strike a balance between the parallelism offered
by multihop routing, while still preserving the advantages of
collision-free transmissions in controlled access mechanisms,
we propose U-Fetch. Our protocol conveys data to specific
nodes called Head Nodes (HNs) via single-hop transmissions,
so that the Head Nodes can perform a bulk data transfer
towards the mobile sink, as it passes by.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we take a look at the related literature. In Section III,
we describe the protocols tested in this paper, with special
focus on U-Fetch, our hybrid approach. In Section IV we test
the feasibility of our idea by discussing preliminary results
obtained via Monte-Carlo simulations. In Section V we present
simulation results obtained via the ns2/MIRACLE network
simulator. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In [4] the authors present a hybrid Routing/MAC approach
for delivering data to a sink in two-tier networks. When a node
generates packets (e.g., sensor data, or an alarm triggered by a
specific event), it informs all neighbors about the packets ready
for transmission. This information is forwarded through the
network within a fixed number of hops. When a mobile sink
queries a specific node, which has the responsibility to forward
the data packets to the sink (e.g., because it is located in a
predetermined position), this node knows in advance which
neighbors have generated data, and asks them to transmit their
data packets. The main difference between this work and our
proposal is that, in [4], the data-generating nodes proactively

inform their neighbors about the presence of new data packets.
Furthermore, the control messages used to communicate the
presence of data packets ready to be transmitted are sent in
anycast, not in broadcast. This implies that the sensors must
be aware of their neighbors and of the network topology in
advance, which is not the case for U-Fetch.
In [5] the authors present MDC/PEQ, a multi-hop routing
protocol that dynamically modifies routing tables based on
a BEACON message sent periodically by the sink. The authors
deals with several interesting issues and provide insight on the
possible problems that may arise. In particular, the energyhole problem, where the nodes at one hop from the mobile
sink consume more energy because they have to forward the
packets from the other nodes, besides transmitting their own
packets.
In [6] the authors present ProFlex, a protocol to deliver data
packets to one or more mobile sinks in a terrestrial wireless
radio network. This protocol is based on a multi-hierarchical
network structure, where every node can store packets and
deliver them to the sink. ProFlex prescribes three phases: Tree
construction, Importance factor delivery and data delivery.
Furthermore, a form of redundancy is implemented, in order to
avoid packet losses when delivering data to the sink. Although
ProFlex is well structured, our approach is lighter and easier to
implement on a real modem. In addition, it is more feasible in
an underwater scenario, where the available bandwidth is very
limited, and should be devoted mostly to data transmissions
rather than control signaling.
III. P ROTOCOL D ESCRIPTIONS
In this section we describe U-Fetch, the two-level coordinated access protocol we propose in this paper. In addition, we
recall the description of Uw-Polling [3] and MSUN, a multihop routing protocol based on source routing.
A. U-Fetch
U-Fetch organizes the nodes of an underwater network into
three roles: the Mobile sink (typically an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle, or AUV), which patrols the network to retrieve
data packets; the Sensor nodes, which sense environmental quantities or monitor man-made assets; the Head-Nodes
(HNs), special sensor nodes endowed with the responsibility
to retrieve the data packets from their neighbors, and forward
them to the mobile sink as it passes by. We start the description
of U-Fetch by referring to Fig. 1, which shows the control
message pattern (a) between the HN and a sensor node and
(b) between the HN and the mobile sink.
Every HN sends a BEACON message to inform all neighbors
about its presence. Every node that correctly receives the
BEACON stores the MAC address of the HN, and answers
with a PROBE message after a random backoff period. A node
that receives several BEACONs coming from multiple HNs can
choose one HN, following a predetermined metric (e.g., the
BEACON received with highest SNR) and accordingly answers
with a PROBE to the chosen HN. The transmission of data
packets from the sensors to the HN is performed following a
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polling scheme. The HN sends a POLL packet to its children
in a round-robin fashion, in order to allow each node to
transmit their packets. Every node has a fixed amount of time
to perform the transmission of the packets.
Despite the use of random backoff times to avoid collisions,
some PROBE messages can collide at the receiver. To handle
this possibility, we proceed as follows. After the first beacon
cycle, the HN sends a cBEACON message (a special type of
BEACON) intended only for the nodes that have not transmitted
any data packet in the previous beacon cycle. In this manner,
we can give a possibility to send data packets also to the nodes
whose PROBE packets collided (we recall that such nodes were
not polled during the first cycle). The nodes that transmitted
data packets in the first beacon phase discard the cBEACON,
whereas those that have not transmitted data packets send a
PROBE and wait for the POLL message. The transmission of
the cBEACON is iterated until nothing1 is received, or until the
maximum allowed number of cBEACONs is reached.
The mobile sink (i.e., the AUV) periodically sends TRIGGER
packets to inform possible nearby HNs of its own presence.
Every HN that correctly receives this packet answers with
a RTS packet including information such as the number of
packets it wants to transmit to the AUV, and the time needed
to transmit these packets. The latter is based on the estimation
of the Round-Trip Time (RTT) between the HN and the AUV,
that is performed using the protocol handshake timing and the
information contained in the TRIGGER packet (which includes
the timestamps of the transmission and reception times). The
AUV will choose one node following a predetermined metric
1 Neither erroneous PROBE packets coming from the neighbors of the present
HN, nor other types of packets coming from other nodes.

(e.g., by accepting the first RTS it receives and discarding the
others) and will answer with a CTS packet. Using the RTS/CTS
handshake, we can also inform all neighboring sensors that the
AUV has queried one of the HNs. This way, every sensor
that receives a CTS intended for its HN or, similarly, that
receives an RTS intended for the AUV but coming from its
HN, understands that the AUV is querying the HN and stops
the transmission of the data packets. In this version of the
protocol, the HNs are fixed and predetermined, and one-hop
communications between them and the sensors takes place,
since every sensor is within coverage of one HN, and we
assume that communications to different HNs do not interfere
with one another.
B. Protocols considered for comparison
Uw-Polling [3] is a MAC protocol that adopts a pollingbased controlled access scheme. An AUV that patrols the
network to retrieve the data packets generated by the nodes
sends a TRIGGER message to start a neighbor discovery process. Every sensor that correctly receives this message and has
data packets to transmit answers with a PROBE message. The
PROBE contains useful information, such as the number of data
packets that the node wants to transmit. The AUV receives the
PROBEs for a fixed amount of time, and then cyclically polls
all the PROBE senders via sequential POLL messages. Once a
node is polled, it has a fixed amount of time to transmit its
packets.
The Multi-sink Source routing protocol for Underwater
Networks (MSUN) is a routing protocol partly inspired to
Dynamic Source Routing (DSR), to which it adds several new
features that improve the performance of source routing in
underwater scenarios, especially in the presence of multiple
sinks. MSUN has been designed to be scenario-independent,
i.e., it works in any connected topology and does not need side
information (e.g., location, depth, or channel state) in order to
operate correctly. MSUN is a reactive source routing protocol,
in that the source nodes choose a complete route towards the
sink for each of their packets, and embed a full specification
of this route in the packet header. In turn, this avoids a hopby-hop relay election process. A reactive behavior is a valid
approach because the bandwidth available for transmissions
underwater is typically very narrow, and it is preferable not to
employ a too large portion of it for proactive route discovery.
IV. N ETWORK TOPOLOGY AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this section we present the network topology considered
in this paper and we show preliminary results obtained via a
simple Monte-Carlo simulation with Matlab.
Some assumptions, described below, are made to simplify
the problem. The scenario we consider is depicted in Fig. 2. A
network of 36 nodes is arranged into a square grid topology
within a 5 km × 5 km area, with nearest neighbors 1 km
apart. To simulate the traffic generation process, a number
of packets is randomly generated and distributed among the
nodes, who need to deliver their packets to an AUV which
represents the mobile sink. This effectively configures our

test as a “queue emptying” simulation, making it possible to
consider a simplified model for the behavior of the nodes,
instead of simulating the full state machine of all protocols.
(The latter, more detailed approach is employed in Section V.)
We first assume that one AUV is present in the network to
act as the sink. We assume a disk connectivity model, where
each node can transmit (receive) with no errors to (from)
nodes located within a range of 1.5 km. We also assume that
the communications between any two nodes take place at a
bit rate of 2 kbps, except those involving the AUV, which
employs a higher bit rate of 10 kbps. In addition, we consider
the following simplifying assumptions for the three protocols
under study:
Uw-Polling—this is the simplest case: the AUV follows a
lawnmower trajectory (represented by the black line in Fig. 2).
Every time a node is within the coverage range of the AUV, it
uploads either all its data packets, or those that fit within the
contact period, until the AUV gets too far to communicate.
When the contact is interrupted, another node is chosen at
random among those presently within the coverage range of
the AUV, and uploads its data for the duration of the contact,
or until its queue is empty. This process goes on until all nodes
have an empty queue.
MSUN—In this case, the AUV is located at fixed position on
the right side of the network, so that its neighbors are the
two central nodes of the last column of the grid in Fig. 2.
The network collaborates to forward data to the AUV. For
simplicity, assume that a spanning tree is known to all nodes,
so that each node knows its next hop towards the AUV. We
approximate the routing process (and the fact that multiple
nodes can concurrently forward their packets in non interfering
portions of the network) in the following way. Consider two
nodes, say A and C, and their respective next hops, say B and
D. We call A→B and C→D non-interfering pairs whenever A
and B are located outside both C and D’s coverage range (and
vice-versa). We start by selecting a node 𝑛 at random. This
also identifies its next hop, say 𝑚. We then identify at random
other pairs, non-interfering with 𝑛→𝑚, until no more nodes
can be enabled to transmit without causing interference to the
pairs thus identified. In all pairs, the source nodes transfer all
their data packets to their respective next hops. After that, we
start over with new pairs, and go on until all packets have
been funneled towards the AUV.
U-Fetch—We assume that the head nodes are fixed (they are
represented using a different icon in Fig. 2) and that they
sequentially ping all their neighbors to retrieve their data.
Simultaneously, the AUV travels along the trajectory depicted
in Fig. 2 as a dashed grey line. Notice that the AUV trajectory
can be shorter with respect to the Uw-Polling case, since
data packets are concentrated by HNs before they are actually
uploaded to the sink. In turn, this allows to save the time
required by the AUV to patrol all nodes. As it enters the
coverage range of a HN, the AUV connects to the HN, which
uploads its packets to the AUV until the AUV gets outside its
coverage range, or until there are no more packets to transmit.
The process goes on until all nodes have uploaded their data
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Figure 2. The scenario considered in our evaluation. For U-Fetch, the head
nodes are represented as modems on a tripod.

to their respective HNs, and the AUV has been able to retrieve
them all.
The average data retrieval time in minutes (taken over
several realizations of the packet generation process) is shown
in Fig. 3 for all protocols, as a function of the total number
of packets generated in the network. As expected, the retrieval
time of MSUN increases linearly as the initial number of packets in the network increases, due to the funneling effect. The
retrieval time experienced by Uw-Polling is almost constant
and equal to the time required to complete one trajectory.
Initially, this time is higher than MSUN’s due to the need
to complete almost a full trajectory in order to make contact
with all network nodes. However, for increasing traffic, UwPolling takes less than MSUN, because the AUV can leverage
on its higher bit rate link for communicating with all nodes,
whereas the communications among ordinary nodes take place
at a lower bit rate in MSUN.
For a low number of packets generated in the network, UFetch performs worse than multihop routing because of the
limited AUV speed, but it becomes soon more convenient than
both MSUN and Uw-Polling. This corroborates our intuition
that an approach to data retrieval based on two levels of
coordinated access can considerably improve the data retrieval
times. However, this improvement also depends on the bit rate
of the communications with the AUV and on the navigation
speed of the AUV.
V. S IMULATION PARAMETERS AND RESULTS
In order to provide better insight on the feasibility of
U-Fetch, we set up a simulation campaign using DESERT
Underwater [7], a set of C++ libraries developed for the
ns2/NS-MIRACLE [8] network simulator. We used the same
topology depicted in Fig. 2. The results are averaged over 50

network realizations, where, in each realization, the position
of each node is drawn at random within a circle of radius
125 m around its nominal position as shown in Fig. 2. The
depth of the nodes, instead, is fixed at 50 m. The AUV
patrols the network at a speed of 4 knots at a fixed depth
of 10 m, following the solid black and grey trajectories
depicted in Fig. 2 for Uw-Polling and U-Fetch, respectively.
The transmission power is set to 160 dB re 𝜇Pa2 , which yields
a transmission range of about 1500 m. The carrier frequency
and the bandwidth of the PHY layer are respectively 26 kHz
and 16 kHz. These parameters are chosen in order to mimic the
operational bandwidth of the EvoLogics S2C modems [9]. The
power consumption during transmission, reception and idling
is also chosen accordingly (100 W for transmission, 0.8 W
for reception, and 8 mW for idling). Via a specific DESERT
module, we reproduce the possibility to use different bit rates
depending on the nodes that take part in a communication. We
set this module so that every communication among the nodes
is carried out at a bit rate of 2 kbps, whereas those involving
any node and the AUV take place at a rate 10 kbps. This
way, we can simulate the transmission bit rate employed in
EvoLogics S2C modems for the Instant Message or Burst Data
modes, respectively, as defined by the D-MAC protocol [10].
The speed of the AUV along its trajectory is fixed to 4 knots.
We start our study with some considerations on the trajectory of the AUV employed using U-Fetch and Uw-Polling
(we recall that the AUV is fixed at a given position in MSUN
simulations), and on their impact on the performance of the
protocols. We start from U-Fetch, where we recall that the
AUV must circulate near the HNs in order to retrieve their data
packets and those of their respective neighborhoods. Observe
that, for a fixed AUV speed, there exists a tradeoff between
the duration of the contact between the AUV and the HNs
(which makes it possible to retrieve more data packets), and
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the average distance of the AUV from the HN during the
contact (which decreases the quality of the AUV-HN link).
This tradeoff can be managed by increasing the trajectory
length (while keeping its shape square for simplicity) from
that of the dashed grey line in Fig. 2 to that of Fig. 4(a).
In particular, we make a test by increasing the length of the
diagonal of each trajectory in steps of 200 m from the former,
innermost trajectory to the latter, outermost one.
Fig. 5 shows (a) the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) defined
as the number of correctly delivered packets over the total
number of generated packets and (b) the end-to-end delivery
delay of a packet, both as a function of the diagonal length
of the tested trajectory (which we recall has a square shape).
The traffic generation rate is set to 𝜆 = 0.16 packets per
minute per node. We observe that the PDR decreases and
the delay increases as the trajectory becomes longer, because
the worst–case SNR of the link between the HNs and the
AUV decreases. In addition, we observe that while the endto-end delay is essentially stable until a diagonal length of
2.8 km, it increases after that. This is due to the fact that
longer trajectories increase the contact time between the AUV
and the HNs, but at the same time they force HNs currently
not in contact with the AUV to wait longer for their turn.
We investigate this issue in more detail with the help of
Fig. 6, where we show the end-to-end delay as a function of
the packet generation rate per node, only for the innermost
(shortest) and outermost (longest) trajectories. Consider the
outermost trajectory first. When the traffic generation rate is
low, the probability that a node has a packet ready for the
AUV when the latter is not within its coverage range is high,
hence the end-to-end delivery delay is not minimum. When the
traffic increases, the delay remains constant and then quickly
increases again as the traffic reaches the maximum value
considered. In this regime, the protocol cannot effectively
deliver packets to the AUV and the average delivery delay
increases to about one hour. Interestingly, the delay at high
traffic is much higher for the innermost than for the outermost
trajectory. This is due to the fact that in the latter case the AUV
remains within the coverage area of one HN for a longer time.
Hence, even if the PDR is worse on average, the correctly
received packets experience lower delay in the presence of
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high traffic.
We consider now Uw-Polling, and report in Fig. 7 the
difference between the lawnmower trajectory of Fig. 2 and the
spiral trajectory of Fig. 4(b) in terms of (a) PDR and (b) endto-end delivery delay achieved by the protocol as a function of
the packet generation rate per node. While the PDR is between
0.96 and 0.97 for both trajectories, we observe that Uw-Polling
achieves lower end-to-end delay with the lawnmower course
than with the spiral course. In fact, while both trajectories
give an equal opportunity to all nodes for uploading their data
packets, the spiral trajectory is longer, and leads to longer
starvation periods for all nodes, thereby increasing the impact
of the queuing time on the end-to-end delay.
We finally note that the delay of Uw-Polling (Fig. 7(b))
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decreases for increasing traffic, reaches a minimum and then
increases again. This suggests that for low traffic generation
rates, packets are generated when the AUV is not in coverage
of the source incur high delays. The opposite is true for the
highest values of 𝜆: in this case, the probability that the nodes
transmit all data in their queue to the AUV before it exits their
coverage range is very low. Hence, many packets may remain
in the queues of the nodes for more than one AUV lap.
Based on the previous results, we will use the internal
trajectory for the U-Fetch protocol in the following. This
allows U-Fetch to achieve low delay and higher PDR for
most values of the traffic generation rates considered here.
According to the same rationale, for Uw-Polling we choose
the lawnmower trajectory.
Fig. 8 shows the PDR of the three considered protocols
as a function of the packet generation rate per node. We
consider also two versions of the MSUN protocol, one with
no retransmission of not acknowledged packets and a second
one employing up to 4 retransmissions. MSUN with 4 retransmission exhibits the best PDR in the case of low traffic
in the network. MSUN, taking advantage of the possibility to
retransmit erroneous packets, can achieve a PDR very close
to 1. As the traffic increases, Uw-Polling improves its performance by leveraging on the contention-free communications
set up between the AUV and the sensors. This allows it to
retrieve almost all the packets generated by the nodes. As the
traffic increases, the PDR of MSUN decreases steadily both
in the case with 4 retransmission and in the case with no

retransmission. This is a direct consequence of the funneling
of traffic at the sink, and affects in particular the packets that
need to travel more hops towards the AUV.
U-Fetch exhibits the worst PDR among the three protocols
in this scenario. The two phases in which the protocol divides
the delivery of the packets to the sink (sensor→HN and
HN→AUV), require a fine tuning of the packet exchange
timing. Even so, some packets transmitted by an HN to
the AUV may harmfully interfere with the communication
between a nearby HN with a sensor, even if the RTS and CTS
packets used between HN and AUV to establish the connection
are useful to inform the nodes that a transmission between a
HN and an AUV will occur. Moreover, some packets may
be transmitted from the HN to the AUV when the AUV is
not within the coverage range of the HN any more. However,
as the traffic increases, U-Fetch’s PDR becomes slightly better
than MSUN’s with no retransmissions. This is because, in high
traffic conditions, the links between the AUV and the nodes
one-hop away become busy and several packets may be lost
due to interference.
We now turn to the analysis of the total energy spent by
a node during a simulation time of ≈29 h using each of the
three protocols considered in this study. Fig. 9 shows that UwPolling exhibits the lowest energy consumption, because the
sensors transmit (for a limited amount of time) only if the
AUV is within this coverage range and triggers them. MSUN,
instead, exhibits the highest power consumption. Every node
transmits for a large amount of time during the simulations,
both to exchange control messages for path establishment
and to deliver the packets to the sink AUV through multiple
hops. With 4 retransmissions, the energy spent by the protocol
is even higher. Especially when the data generation rate is
high, the energy spent by the nodes is considerable. UFetch achieves an intermediate power consumption, higher
than Uw-Polling’s (because U-Fetch prescribes the exchange
of more control messages to establish the sensor→HN and
the HN→AUV connections, and because most packets reach
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the sink only via an additional hop through one HN) but
lower than MSUN’s (due to the control messages that regulate
the sensors→HN transmissions and to the RTS/CTS paradigm
implemented to build the communication among the AUV and
the HN). In this perspective, U-Fetch can be a good alternative
between a source routing protocol and a polling protocol.
In Fig. 10, we now examine the average end-to-end delivery
delay for the three protocols. Uw-Polling exhibits the highest
delay, one order of magnitude higher than U-Fetch’s, that
takes advantage of the presence of the HNs to perform shorter
trajectories for retrieving the data packets. On the contrary, in
Uw-Polling, a node has to wait until the AUV is within its
own coverage range to deliver the packets. Only in the high
traffic regime does U-Fetch become less effective in routing
packets to the AUV; in this case, the sensor nodes have a
limited amount of time to transmit their own data packets
to the HNs, and HNs cannot transmit all the data packets
coming from their associated sensors nodes plus their own
packets to the AUV during a single contact. Hence, it becomes
likely that many packets have to remain in the queues of
the HN or of the sensor for a long time before the AUV
performs another lap. This leads to a very rapid increase of
the delay in the high traffic regime. For most of the traffic
generation rates considered in this paper, however, the end-toend delivery delay of U-Fetch is quite stable and comparable
to that of MSUN, which exhibits the best delay, on the order
of tens of seconds per packet. This delay is mostly due to the
establishment of the paths; once the paths have been created,
however, they ensure a continuous flow of packets towards
the sink. Note that this behavior is in agreement with the
preliminary results shown in Fig. 3 for a low number of
packets in the network, which corresponds to a stable, low
traffic region in Fig. 3. For this reason, MSUN performs better
than the other protocols in terms of delay. Even with four
retransmission, MSUN’s end-to-end delivery delay remains the
best among the three protocols considered. In the presence of
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Figure 10. End-to-end delivery delay as a function of the packet generation
rate 𝜆, in packets per minute per node.

high traffic, however, the delay increases and becomes quite
similar to Uw-Polling’s. With high traffic generation rates,
retransmissions become more likely as the probability that a
packet is lost due to interference is higher.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented U-Fetch, a data retrieval protocol
for hybrid static/mobile underwater acoustic networks where a
mobile AUV needs to retrieve data packets from several sensor
nodes. U-Fetch is based on two levels of controlled access, and
thereby aggregates traffic at Head Nodes, before uploading it
to the sink.
It has been shown that U-Fetch represents a viable tradeoff
between the high PDR and high delay of Uw-Polling (a
polling-based MAC protocol relying on an AUV to administer
the data retrieval) and the intermediate PDR and low delay of
MSUN (a source routing protocol operated in the absence of
sink mobility). Finally, a preliminary study has been conducted
for the optimization of the AUV trajectory in U-Fetch and
Uw-Polling. For the former, it has been shown that the most
detrimental effect is the lower worst-case PDR. In turn, this
requires to design the trajectory so that the contacts between
the AUV and the HNs are long enough to deliver all packets
in the queue, but at the same time the AUV never gets too
far from the HNs. For Uw-Polling, it has been shown that the
shortest trajectory leads to the best results in terms of both
PDR and delivery delay.
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